Condensate Pump

Help for Ailing Condensate Systems!

- Unmatched, standard 3x5 three million cycles or five-year warranty
- Lifetime spring warranty
- Full warranty coverage to 200 psi operation

Our patented Powerpivots do away with troublesome pins and linkages. What’s more—our exclusive damper lengthens valve and seat life by using the hydraulic inertia of the collected condensate to reduce mechanical shock as the valve actuators shift.

Stop! Consider Your System’s Condition!
- Has your deaerator pressure gone up?
- Has your fuel consumption risen?
- Has heating become erratic?
- Are you experiencing banging and waterhammer upon startup?

All these are symptoms of malfunctioning or failed condensate pumps. You can’t find a better engineered, better backed retrofit than this tested, proven Pivotrol mechanism. It’s the same as used in our new Pivotrol pumps.

Wait! Dollars Are at Risk!
Don’t put this flyer down until you’ve considered your system performance—nothing has more potential to save fuel and improve operation than this upgrade. For expert applications help, call 800-883-4411 right now.
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